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Contents 

 Recommendations: 

Undertaking 1 

Prediction tools 
The responsibility of the company director is to do their company more 

profitable and valuable so director must take a right determination to place, 

measure and implement every bit good as estimation the benefits of possible

undertakings that meet or exceed investor outlooks. It besides estimates 

that how alterations in capital construction, dividend policy and working 

capital policy will act upon stockholder value. How of all time the value 

creative activity is impossible unless company do allow prediction for the 

hereafter. 

Fiscal planning procedure is a important portion so there are following 

calculating techniques which help director in determination devising 

One of the most appropriate prediction method in capital budgeting is 

gauging future hard currency flow for a undertaking that enable cost and 

gross prediction for an administration every bit good. 

Capital budgeting tools evaluate expected future hard currency flows in 

relation to hard currency put out today. 

Cash flow prognosiss 
It is really of import undertaking for calculating cost and gross for an 

administration that the concluding consequence we obtain are truly merely 

every bit good as the truth of our estimation. Because hard currency, non 

income is cardinal to all determinations of the firm. A We express what every
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benefits we expect from a undertaking in term of hard currency flows instead

than income. The steadfast invests hard currency now in the hope of having 

returns in a greater sum in the hereafter. Merely hard currency grosss can be

re invested in the house or paid to stock holders in the signifier of dividends. 

In capital budgeting good cats may acquire recognition, but set uping 

directors get hard currency. In puting up hard currency flows for analysis a 

computing machine dispersed sheet plan is priceless, It allow one to alter 

premises and rapidly bring forth a new hard currency watercourse. 

Incremental hard currency flows 
For each investing proposal we need to supply information on expected 

future hard currency flows on and after text bases. In add-on information 

must be provided on an incremental bases so that we analyze merely the 

difference between the hard currency flow the house with and without the 

undertaking for illustration if a house contemplates a new merchandise that 

is likely excessively compete with bing merchandise it is non appropriate to 

show hard currency flow in term of the estimated gross revenues of the new 

merchandise. We must take into history some likely cannibalization. 

Gross saless prognosiss 
The gross revenues calculating usually starts with a reappraisal of gross 

revenues during the past five to ten old ages. Through these past five old 

ages historic gross revenues house can foretell its hereafter growing. Once 

gross revenues have been forecasted, company must calculate future 

balance sheets and income statements. 
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Analyze the Historical Ratios 
The aim of historic informations is to calculate the hereafter or pro forma 

fiscal statement. The per centum of sale method assume that costs in a 

given twelvemonth will be some specified per centum of that twelvemonth ‘ 

s gross revenues. Therefore company get down their analysis by ciphering 

the ratio of costs to gross revenues for several past old ages. 

Income Statement prognosis 
For doing any determination to put in any undertaking company forecasts 

the income statement for the approaching twelvemonth. Income statement 

prognosis is needed to gauge both income and the add-on to retained net 

incomes. 

Balance Sheet prognosis 
The plus shown in the balance sheet must increase if gross revenues are to 

increase. So on the footing of assets, gross revenues, stock list and 

receivables ratio analysis company director make determination for future 

undertakings. 

 Fiscal forecastingA by and large starts with a prognosis of the company

gross revenues in footings of both units and dollars ( Referee: Eugene 

F. Brigham, Michael C. Ehrhardt – 2008 – Business & A ; Economics – 

1071 page, Accessed on 15th May 2010 ) 

 Either the jutting or pro forma, fiscal statement method can be used to 

calculate fiscal demands. The fiscal statement method is more 

dependable and it ‘ s besides provides ratios that can be used to 

measure options concern programs. 
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 A house can find the extra fund needed by gauging the sum of new 

plus necessary to back up the forecasted degree of gross revenues and

so deducting from that sum the self-generated financess that will be 

generated from operation. The house can so be after how to raise the 

extra financess needed most expeditiously. 

 Adjustment must be made if economic systems of scale exist in the 

usage of assets, if extra capacity exists or plus must be added in 

chunky increases. 

 Linear arrested development and extra capacity accommodation can 

be used to calculate plus demands in state of affairs where assets are 

non expected to turn at the same rate as gross revenues. 

Different beginnings of Fundss available to a WAPDA to Raise the Mangla 
Dam for more H2O storage 
Businesss, persons and authorities frequently need to raise capital to put in 

specific undertakings. For illustration, say WAPDA ( Pakistan Water and 

power Development Authority ) Need to Raise the Mangla Dam to increase 

its capacity of H2O storage. As the chief intent of Mangla Dam was to 

provide the H2O to Pakistan & A ; Azad jummu Kashmir IrrigatedA countries. 

The WAPDA forcast the large addition in the demand of the H2O as More 

land need the H2O for turning different season ‘ s harvests with the addition 

in the population. But WAPDA was non holding the adequate money to pay 

for this project. WAPDA will hold to raise this capital in the fiscal market. 

Although equity, debt and preferable stock are the major beginnings of 

financess for the company to raised a capital. 
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Ability to borrow 
A liquid place is non merely manner to supply for flexibleness and thereby 

protect against uncertainness. If the WAPDA has the ability to borrow on 

relatively short notice, it may comparatively flexible. This ability to borrow 

can be in the signifier of a line of recognition or a revolving recognition from 

a bank or fiscal establishment. 

Chemical bonds 
Chemical bond is another option for the WAPDAto raise a capital for the 

investing in new undertaking. In fiscal term a bond is a debt security in which

the authorised issuer owes the holders a debt and, it ‘ s depend upon the 

footings of the bond, some bonds obliged to pay a certain sum of 

involvement until the clip of its adulthood. A bond is a sort of formal contract

to payback borrowed money with involvement at fixed intervals. So issuing 

bond can be the one of beginning for the company to raise capital. 

Renting 
Renting as an option to straight-out purchase, minimise hard currency 

outgoing and maximise the revenue enhancement advantages. The rental 

can include such charges as care, which enables the company to cognize, in 

progress, the entire costs for the twelvemonth. At the terminal of the rental 

period the company can return the plus, exercise its option to purchase or 

negociate a new rental on new equipment. Renting mean that company can 

ever hold the most up-to-date equipment. The company may ne’er have the 

good outright. However, if it wants to maintain the equipment, it must take 

out a new rental or purchase. 
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Alternatively organisation can sell an plus to a fiscal establishment and rent 

it back from them. This is termed gross revenues and rent back. The 

advantage here is that the company receives an injection of hard currency 

and can distribute the refunds over a figure of old ages. 

Note collectible 
WAPDAA can utilize note collectible method to raise a capital for its 

undertaking. A promissory note, referred to as a note collectible. Or can 

state normally every bit merely a Note, it is a contract where one party 

makes an unconditioned promise in composing to pay a amount of money to 

the other party or can state company ( payee ) either at a fixed or 

determinable future clip or on demand of the payee, under specific footings 

and conditions. 

Common stock 
Common stock is another manner to raised fund in signifier of WAPDA equity 

ownership. It is a type of security. 

In instance of common stock holders of common stock are able to act upon 

the corporation through ballots on set uping corporate aims and policy, stock

splits, and electing the company ‘ s board of managers. Some holders of 

common stock besides receive preventive rights, which enable them to 

maintain their relative ownership in a company. There is no fixed dividend 

will be paid to common stock holders and so their returns are open, 

dependent on net incomes, company reinvestment, and proficiency of the 

market to value and sell stock. 
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Undertaking 2 

Different Appraisal Methods for Investment 
Net present value as a superior method of investing assessment. 

Net nowadays value 
 NPV is a precursor of how much value an investing or undertaking adds

to the house. With a particular undertaking, if return value is a positive 

value, so undertaking is in the position of discounted hard currency 

influx in the clip of clip. But if NPV comes in a negative value, the 

undertaking is in the position of discounted hard currency escape of 

clip. Some clip with positive value of NPV hazard could be accepted 

 A present value is the value now invested for the hard currency flow it 

could be negative value or positive value. The value of each hard 

currency flow is needed to be adjusted for hazard and the clip value of 

money for a undertaking. 

 A net nowadays value ( NPV ) considers all hard currency flows that 

including initial hard currency flows for illustration the cost of buying of

an plus, whereas a present value does non. The simple present value is

utile where the negative hard currency flow is an initial one-off, as 

when purchasing a security. 

A price reduction rate allied like this 

NPV = CF0 + CF1/ ( 1+r ) + CF2/ ( 1+r ) 2 + CF3/ ( 1+r ) 3… 

Where CF 1 is the hard currency flow the investor receives in the first 

twelvemonth, CF2 the hard currency flow the investor receives in the 2nd 

twelvemonth etc. and R is the price reduction rate. ( Ref: moneyterms. co. uk

accessed on 11th May 2010 ) 
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The series will typically stop in a ocular show unit value, which is a unsmooth

estimation of the value at that point. It is usual for this to be adequately far 

in the hereafter to hold merely a minor consequence on the NPV, so as 

unsmooth estimation, normally based on a appraisal ratio, that is acceptable.

Time periods other than a twelvemonth could be used, but the price 

reduction rate demands to be adjusted. Assuming we start from an one-year 

price reduction rate so to set to another period we would utilize, to acquire a 

rate I, given one-year rate R, for a period ten, where ten is a fraction or a 

multiple of the figure of old ages: 

I + 1 = ( r + 1 ) ten 

To utilize price reduction rates that vary over clip ( so r1 is the rate in the 

first period, r2 = rate in the 2nd period etc. ) we would hold to fall back to a 

more basic signifier of the computation: 

NPV = CF0 + CF1/ ( 1+r1 ) + CF2/ ( ( 1+r1 ) A- ( 1+r2 ) ) + CF3/ ( ( 1+r1 ) A- 

( 1+r2 ) A- ( 1+r3 ) ) … 

This would be boring to cipher by manus but is reasonably easy to 

implement in a spreadsheet 

Strengths 
It will give the accurate determination advice presuming a perfect capital 

market. It will besides give right ranking for reciprocally sole undertakings. 

NPV gives an absolute value. 

NPV allows for the clip value for the hard currency flows. 
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Failings 
It is really hard to place the right price reduction rate in the given 

undertaking. 

NPV as method of investing appraisal requires the determination standards 

to be specified before the assessment can be undertaken 

In contrast of NPV there are other three methods of investing assessment 

1. Pay back 

2. Internal rate of return 

3. Accounting rate of return 

Pay Back 
In concern and fiscal side refers to the period of clip required for the return 

on an investing to “ pay back ” the amount of the original investing. 

 Payback period which dealings the clip required for the hard currency 

influxs to be the original disbursal. It measures hazard, non return. 

 It will give you exact period to pay back Loan or finance, Difference 

between Cash influxs and Escapes are besides outlined 

 The payback period is both theoretically simple and easy to cipher. It is

besides a earnestly unsound method of measuring investings. 

 The payback period is the clip in usage to retrieve the initial investing 

or initial capital. So a ? 1m investing that will do a net income of ? 200, 

000 a twelvemonth has a payback period of five old ages. Investings 

with a short-run payback period are favored to those with a long 

period. Most companies utilizing payback period as a habitue will hold 

a maximal acceptable period. 
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The payback period has a figure of serious flaws/Demerits: 

1. It attaches no value to hard currency flows after the terminal of the 

payback period. 

2. It makes no accommodations for hazard. 

3. It is non straight related to wealth maximization as NPV is. 

4. It ignores the clip value of money 

5. The cut off period is arbitrary. 

To counterbalance for some of these lacks, one can set the hard currency 

flow by dismissing the hard currency flow utilizing the WACC and so 

ciphering the payback period. This lone truly adjusts for the clip value of 

money and it hence does non turn to the other lacks of the payback period. 

One justification for the usage of the payback period is that it is 

conservative, as it values merely short term returns which can be foreseen 

with sensible certainty. However this statement does non truly stand up to 

scrutiny ; the NPV besides adjusts for the uncertainness of future hard 

currency flows and does so right. 

Strengths 
Simple to calculateProvides some information on the hazard of the 

investingProvides a rough step of liquidness 

Failings 
It is non for really long funding, It does n’t cover with Time value of money so

many times companies have to pay more than they really get, Pay back 

period has restrictions with Inflation every bit good, rise of rising prices can 

do serious harm to organisation ‘ s finance. Interest rates are besides non 
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wholly covered, nevertheless we can cipher involvement rate over wage 

back period, but it has some restrictions. It makes no accommodation for 

hazard every bit good. 

INTERNAL Rate OF RETURN 
 The internal rate of return that is called ( IRR ) is a rate of return that is

used in capital budgeting as a tool to cipher and compare the 

profitableness of investing in the undertaking. It is besides called the 

discounted hard currency flow rate of returnA or merely the rate of 

return that is called ROR 

 The Internal Rate of Return is the price reduction rate that generates a 

nothing cyberspace present value for a sequence of future hard 

currency flows. This fundamentally means that IRR is the rate of return 

that makes the sum of present value of future hard currency flows and 

the concluding market value of a undertaking that equal its current 

market value. 

 Internal Rate of Return provides a simple ‘ hurdle rate ‘ , whereby any 

undertaking should be avoided if the cost of capital exceeds this rate. 

Normally a fiscal reckoner has to be used to cipher this IRR, though it 

can besides be mathematically calculated utilizing the undermentioned

expression 

Internal Rate of Return is the impudent side of Net Present Value ( NPV ) , 

where NPV is the discounted value of a watercourse of hard currency flows, 

generated from an investing. IRR therefore computes the break-even rate of 

return demoing the price reduction rate, below which an investing 

consequences in a positive NPV. 
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It calculates Break-even, IRR calculates an alternate cost of capital including 

an appropriate hazard premium. ( Ref: www. scribd. com/doc/ … /Capital-

Budgeting-of-Canteen-Walaaccessed on 15th May 2010 ) 

Strengths 
Academicians have long predictable the high quality of net present value 

( NPV ) over internal rate of return ( IRR ) , yet fiscal directors carry on to 

utilize IRR as a capital budgeting step. 

Failing 
IRR can non non be use to rate reciprocally sole undertakings, reciprocally 

sole are those where you have to take one undertaking non both. The IRR 

besides can non be usage in the usual mode for undertakings that start with 

an initial positive hard currency influx, like Deposit in Fixed history by 

Customer, intermediate hard currency flows are ne’er reinvested or 

considered at the undertaking ‘ s IRR, therefore doing IRR small edgy as 

compared to NPV 

Accounting Rate of Return 
In finance, and accounting, it measures the surplus or deficit of. Input the 

hard currency flows and a price reduction rate or price reduction curve and 

outputting 

The accounting rate of return ( ARR ) is a really simple ( in fact excessively 

simple ) rate of return: 

Average net income ? mean investing 

As a per centum. Where mean means arithmetic mean 
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The net income figure used is runing net income normally from a peculiar 

undertaking ) . 

The mean investing is the book value plus tied up. This is of import as the 

net income figure used is after depreciation and amortisation the agencies 

that value of assets used should besides be after depreciation and 

amortisation every bit good. 

ARR is most frequently used internally when choosing undertakings. It can 

besides be used to mensurate the public presentation of undertakings and 

subordinates within an organisation. It is seldom used by investors, and 

should non be used at all, because: 

 Cash flows are more of import to investors, and ARR is based on 

Numberss that include non-cash points. 

 ARR does non take into history the clip value of money the value of 

hard currency flows does non decrease with clip as is the instance with

NPV 

 It does non set for the greater hazard to longer term prognosiss. 

 There are better options which are non significantly more hard to 

cipher. 

The accounting rate of return is conceptually similar to pay back, and its 

defects, in peculiar, are similar. A really of import difference is that it tends 

to favor higher hazard determinations ( because future net incomes are 

insufficiently discounted for hazard, every bit good as for clip value ) , 

whereas usage of the payback period leads to excessively conservative 

determinations. 
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Because ARR does non take into history the clip value of money, and 

because it is entirely unadjusted for non-cash points, any method of 

choosing investings based on it is needfully earnestly flawed. Its lone 

advantage is that it is really easy to cipher. It is reasonably easy to build 

( realistic ) examples where it will take to different picks from NPV, and the 

NPV led determination is clearly right. 

Strengths 
Considers the clip value of money 

Considers the hazard of the undertaking ‘ s hard currency flows ( through the

cost of capital ) 

Failings 
No concrete determination standards that indicate whether the investing 

increases the house ‘ s value 

Requires an estimation of the cost of capital in order to cipher the payback 

Ignores hard currency flows beyond the discounted payback period 

Recommendations 
An efficient apprehension of present value constructs is of great support in 

the apprehension of a broad scope of countries of concern determination 

devising. The constructs are peculiarly of import in managerial determination

devising, since many determinations made today impact the house ‘ s hard 

currency flows over future clip periods for any undertaking. 

In this study I have merely discussed how to take the timing of the hard 

currency flows into concern. 
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Hazard and revenue enhancement considerations must still be defined 

before the real-world determination shaper has a tool that can be 

successfully applied. In add-on, there are may be many qualitative factors 

that direction wants to believe before accepting or rejecting an investing. 

One another of import thing is that NPV helps direction in determination 

devising for the blessing and rejection of the undertaking. 

Undertaking 3 

Part ( a ) 
RATIO ANALYSIS 

Financial ratio analysis is the calculation and comparing of ratios which are 

derived from the information of the company ‘ s fiscal statements. We 

calculated different ratio ‘ s to analyse company ‘ s fiscal place. Ratios are 

shown below 

Calculation of ratios for both old ages of Amber Lights Ltd, a high street 

manner shop 

Tax return ON CAPITAL EMPLOYED ( ROCE ) 
Capital employed is in general measured as fixed assets add current assets 

subtract Current liabilities and represents the long term investing in the 

concern, or proprietor ‘ s capital plus long term liabilities. Return on capital 

employed is often regarded as the best step of profitableness. 

Formula 
ROCE = Net net income before revenue enhancement & A ; involvement / 

Capital employed 
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Capital employed= entire plus – current liabilities 

Last 
Year 
? 

THIS 
Year 
? 

ROCE 

= 22, 

000/1

44, 

000 

0. 

1527

78 

ROCE 

= 35, 

000/1

42, 

000 

0. 

2464

79 

Part ( B ) 
Financial ratio analysis helps an organisation to measure their employee 

public presentation, recognition policies and besides over all public 

presentation and efficiency of the company. 

After making ratio analysis of the company it tell us that how company is 

bettering its public presentation bit by bit. Some of its ratios shows sudden 

addition in certain countries like return on capital employed which has 

increased in this twelvemonth from 15 % to 25 % that shows the addition in 

profitableness of a company. Its average company is optimal using their plus

to gain more net income. 

In other words if we looked at ratio analysis of last twelvemonth and this 

twelvemonth which indicates that over all company performed good in this 
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twelvemonth that ‘ s average company is expeditiously using its plus and 

other resources they have minimised their liabilities. But overall the 

consequence of this twelvemonth is better than the old one. 

Restrictions of ratios 
Following are the restrictions of ratio analysis. 

1. The first and of import restriction of the ratio class is Accounting 

information that means the different accounting policies which may 

belie inter company comparings. And secondly, through imaginative 

accounting some histories of the company are adjusted hence, ratio 

analysis can give false accounts to the users. 

2. The 2nd restriction of ratio is Information jobs. The restrictions job in 

information are at that place because ratios are non ultimate steps, 

invalid information is presented in the fiscal statements, historical 

costs is non good for determination devising, and ratios give general 

readings. 

3. Third signifier of restriction is Comparison of public presentation over 

the clip. These restrictions can caused by ratio analysis because of 

monetary value alterations, engineering alterations, alterations in 

accounting policy and impact of organisation size 

4. Many ratios are calculated on the footing of the balance sheet figures 

of the company. These figures are as on the balance-sheet day of the 

month merely and may non be implicative of the twelvemonth unit of 

ammunition place. 

5. It can show current and past tendencies, but non future tendencies. 
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6. Impact of rising prices is non decently reflected the ratios analysis, as 

many figures are taken at historical for of informations that is several 

old ages old. 

7. The ratios are merely every bit good or bad as the indispensable 

information used to cipher them. 

Recommendations: 
In concern scheme we emphasised on the function of the concern 

environment in determining strategic thought and decision-making. 

The external environment in which a concern is runing can make a batch of 

chances which a concern can work, every bit good as menaces that could 

damage a concern every bit good. However, to be in a place to take 

advantage of chances or respond to menaces, a concern demands to hold 

the right resources and capablenesss in topographic point. After analyzing 

The Amber LIGHTS LTD fiscal statement we recommend that company must 

concentrate on the resource scrutinizing to place the resources available to a

concern every bit good as best use of the resources. Some of these can be 

owned e. g. works, edifice and machinery, retail mercantile establishments 

whereas other resources can be obtained through partnerships, 

amalgamations or merely supplier agreements with other concerns. 

The resource scrutinizing analysis helps to specify the capablenesss for 

AMBER LIGHTS LTD. An most of import aim of a strategic auditing is to do 

certain that the concern portfolio is strong and that concern units 

necessitating investing and direction attending are highlighted. 
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